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Over 100 hands-on recipes to build Spring web applications easily and efficiently

About This Book

Build full-featured web applications with Spring MVC●

Use Spring 4 Java configuration style to write less code●

Learn how to use dependency injection and aspect-oriented programming to write compartmentalized and●

testable code

Who This Book Is For

This book is for you if you have some experience with Java and web development (not necessarily in Java)
and want to become proficient quickly with Spring.

What You Will Learn

Install Maven and Tomcat and create a Spring MVC web application●

Display, validate, and process forms●

Query a database with minimal code●

Authenticate users and manage their roles●

Build REST, Java RMI, and Hessian web services●

Create and schedule batch jobs●

Offer customized page layouts to mobiles and tablets●

Exchange data with Facebook and Twitter●

In Detail

Spring is the most popular Java web framework. It makes it easy to efficiently build modular and testable
web applications by using the Model-View-Controller paradigm and dependency injection.

Using this practical guide, you'll learn how to build a full-featured web application step-by-step, but with
high efficiency using the latest improvements in Spring 4. Starting with the installation of Java, Maven, and
Tomcat, you'll go on to create a basic MVC web application. You'll then add a database, forms, and user
authentication, and learn how to handle mobile devices and integrate with Facebook and Twitter. Next, you
will be introduced to unit testing, web services, and aspect-oriented programming.
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From reader reviews:

Lydia Rogers:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on
guys this specific aren't like that. This Spring Cookbook book is readable by simply you who hate those
perfect word style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving
also decrease the knowledge that want to give to you. The writer connected with Spring Cookbook content
conveys prospect easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
information but it just different available as it. So , do you even now thinking Spring Cookbook is not
loveable to be your top record reading book?

Gloria Pruitt:

This book untitled Spring Cookbook to be one of several books this best seller in this year, that is because
when you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this particular book in
the book retail outlet or you can order it by using online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you quickly to read this book, because you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no
reason to you personally to past this guide from your list.

Phillip Hicks:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can share their
idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their particular reader with their
story or their experience. Not only situation that share in the textbooks. But also they write about advantage
about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young ones,
there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors in this world always try to improve their talent in
writing, they also doing some study before they write to their book. One of them is this Spring Cookbook.

William Matthews:

Spring Cookbook can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight
away because this reserve has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in vocabulary, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The article author giving his/her
effort to set every word into enjoyment arrangement in writing Spring Cookbook nevertheless doesn't forget
the main place, giving the reader the hottest and also based confirm resource data that maybe you can be one
among it. This great information can certainly drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial pondering.
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